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Recently, there was a sensational report in The New York Times, “China appears to

warn India: push too hard and the lights could go out”, was based on investigations

by a United States-based cybersecurity firm. It raised the possibility that the power

outage in Mumbai, on October 13, 2020, could have been the result of an attack by

a Chinese state-sponsored group. Maharashtra’s Home Minister, Mr. Anil Deshmukh

acknowledged that a report by the Maharashtra Cyber Cell showed that the grid

failure was potentially the result of “cyber-sabotage”.

साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�

10 NEW STRATEGIES 
FOR SUCCESS

The National Security Council, usually chaired by the National Security Adviser (NSA)

which chairs the National Information Board, which is meant to be the apex body for

cross-ministry coordination on cybersecurity policymaking. Indian Government 

is coming up with the National Cyber Security Strategy 2021, entailing the provisions

to secure cyberspace in India. 

 

National 

                                          and is also implementing the ‘Cyber-Crime Prevention

against Women & Children’ Scheme with the intent to prevent and reduce

cybercrimes against women and children.

The Ministry of Home Affairs has constituted an Inter-Ministerial Committee on Phone

Fraud and has issued advisories to states and Union Territories on the ways to check

and handle phone frauds

• A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE

CHINA : PUSH TOO HARD & LIGHTS
COULD GO OUT

China launches cyber warfare against India
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President's Rule imposed in Puducherry, 

 Assembly suspended till end of term

The notification, signed by President Ram Nath Kovind, said the decision was taken

after the president received a report from the administrator of the Union Territory of

Puducherry on February 22. It said after considering the report and other information

received by him, the president was satisfied that a situation had arisen in which the

administration of the Union Territory of Puducherry could not carry on in accordance

with the provisions of the Government of Union Territories Act, 1963 (20 of 1963).

The president also suspended the operation of various provisions of the Government of

Union Territories Act, 1963 , thus imposing central rule in Puducherry.

As per the Ministry of Home Affairs notification, the Puducherry Assembly will be kept in

suspended animation till its current term gets over later this year.

Authorities in the Union Territory of Ladakh

have handed over satellite phones to zero

border villages in the eastern region of Ladakh.

These villages experienced mobile connectivity

for the first time in 70 years. Under operation

Sadbhavana, the Army laid Optical Fibre

Cable (OFC) to fulfill the decades-old dream

of the villagers to have mobile connectivity.  

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�

Days after the V Narayanasamy-led Congress government

lost its majority, President's Rule was imposed in

Puducherry on 25th February. 

Ladakh villages get mobile connectivity,
for the first time in 70 years 
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Operation "All out" by the Indian army in the 

union territory of Jammu and Kashmir 

where the brave heart of the Indian army 

dispatches terrorist to hell with minimum

collateral damage but there is also a

very humanitarian side of Indian army

which works in parallel with Op "all out" 

called Op "Sadbhavana" with a motto of

”A Smile on Every Face” under which

Indian army reaches to the people of

the valley and help them to build and 

sustain a good future and address the

basic needs of the community and 

empower the locals and for a happy 

and peaceful Kashmir valley.

Recently, 18 Rashtriya Rifles of the

Indian army an elite counter-insurgency

force which is the backbone of major

counter-insurgency op in South Kashmir

turned an abandoned shabby bus into 

a street library to engage and develop 

younger generation interest into 

academics and shape them into future

engineers, civil servant, and officers

in armed forces. 

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�
 Indian Army converts bus stand to street library for

J&K children

                           The bus stand located at 

Devipora - Chittisingpora junction in 

Anantnag district has now virtually become

a hub of knowledge which is often flocked

by youngsters. The army unit has also tied

up with "Books of India" society which has 

agreed to supply some books for this cause. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

inaugurates ‘Maitri Setu’

between India and Bangladesh,

via videoconferencing,  over the

Feni river at Sabroom in South

Tripura. 

The Gateway of 

Northeast India

1.9-km- long

Connects Tripura in India to Bangladesh

Trade corridor between the two countries
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The Government of India has been pushing for privatization,

asserting that the government has no business being in business.
On 1st Feb, FM Shrimati Nirmala Sitharaman tabled the 1st paperless budget in the parliament

and entire nation was keenly listening to every word madam FM said. 1st budget after the

pandemic and lockdown which makes it also the very 1st budget of decade. FM during her 9th

statement in house emphasized about privatization of public sector undertaking.Govt. for a

long time pushing forward the liberalization of Indian economy following 1992 reforms or LPG

reforms history of liberalization in India traces its root to Shrimati Indra Gandhi with her 6th 5

year plan looking at the health of PSB balance sheet, Govt. decided to sell out its share in PSU

and bring it down to less than 50%, following the recommendation of P.J. Nayak committee.

GOVT arguments – PSU banks have huge asset-quality worries. Of the total bad loans in the

banking system, over three-fourth are on the books of state-run banks. As of December 2020,

PSBs have total Gross NPAs of Rs 5.77 lakh crore and private banks around Rs 1.65 lakh crore. A

good part a loan becomes an NPA if there is no repayment of interest or principal for 90 days.

That apart, banks have written off around Rs 8 lakh crore in the last decade. It's not good for

the health of economy and development if govt. have to recapitalize bank again and again to

form tax. To increase the professionalism and reduce the talent drain which generally happens

due to pay inequality between private sector and public sector.

New rules for OTT Platforms :

Regulation or Restriction?

Government sets out regulations for Digital Media, OTT platforms. Instead of pre-censored content,
platform owners will have to classify their content according to different age groups: “U” or universal
rating, and others for 7+, 13+, 16+ and then 18+ age. These content classifications are, in fact, not new
and existed as part of the Cinematograph Act 1952, and are also similar to the rating criteria proposed
under the self-regulatory codes released by the Internet and Mobile Association of India.While upfront
content ratings will encourage viewers to make informed choices, can a viewer who continues to watch
a film, series, or show despite the warnings and ratings, still register grievances under the grievance
redressal mechanism? The rules do not provide for specific grounds on which complaints can be made,
and given the subjective nature of the content and diverse sensibilities of viewers, there are likely to be a
multitude of complaints. The challenge for OTT Platforms will be to balance grievances from different
viewers with varied social sensibilities and the demand for different types of content on their “on-
demand” service models from a wide audience base.

Privitization of PSUs : A well thought out strategy or

crashing out ?

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�
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Who gains and who losses from the
farm acts ? 

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�
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The 3 Acts were initially issued in the form of ordinances in June. They were then

passed by voice-vote in both the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha during the

delayed monsoon session.
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1) THE ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) ACT : 

· Bringing Price stability.

· Cut wastage of farm produce.

· The Ordinance provides that the Central government may regulate or prohibit the          

availability of certain food items including cereals, pulses, potato, onions, edible  

 oilseeds, and oils only under extraordinary circumstances like war, natural calamities,

famine, price rise.

2) APMC BYPASS ACT :

· It allows farmers to trade outside the trade area.

· Intended to expand and open the agricultural market to non-public investors.

. To provide a facilitative framework for electronic trading.

3) THE FARMERS (EMPOWERMENT AND PROTECTION) ACT :

· To reduce Cost of Marketing and boost Farmer’s Income.

· To access Modern tech and find better Inputs.

· To transfer the risk of market unpredictability from farmers to sponsors.

BY - YASH KAPOOR | 1st YEAR



Cabinet approves the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation and Partnership

Agreement (CECPA) between India and Mauritius. The Agreement is a limited

agreement, which will cover Trade in Goods, Rules of Origin, Trade in Services,

Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) measures,

Dispute Settlement, Movement of Natural Persons, Telecom, Financial Services,

Customs Procedures and Cooperation in other Areas.

The India-Mauritius CECPA will be the first trade agreement to be signed by India

with a country in Africa.
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INTERNATIONAL

India signs defence and  trade deal with Mauritius

Beijing smothered with hazardous yellow smog 

Beijing was cloaked by thick yellow smog on

March 15 with pollution surging to hazardous

levels as sand storms swept across China’s

capital. The poor air quality was due to a

sandstorm from northern Mongolia, carried

south by the wind and reducing visibility in

Beijing to less than 1,000 metres.
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  MAJOR POINT OF FOCUS WERE -

Covid-19

Climate change

Emerging technologies
Free and open Indo – Pacific maritime security & co-operation

Major committees were framed to counter vaccines availability in Indo - pacific
countries : With Indian manufacturing, US technology, Japanese and American
financing and Australian logistics capability, the Quad committed to deliver up
to 1 billion doses to ASEAN, the Indo-Pacific beyond by the end of 2022.

Climate working group : To reach agreed global temperature as accepted by
Paris Climate Agreement.

CRITICAL AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGY WORKING GROUP -

Future Telecommunication

Semi-Conductor

Supply-Chain Resilience

Diversification of equipment suppliers

A DEPARTMENTAL  MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�

QUAD SUMMIT 2021
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi, US President Joe Biden, Australian Prime Minister

Scott Morrison and Japan Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga came together for the

first head of state QUAD Summit.
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Long-dormant volcano erupts in Iceland for the first

time in 6,000 years, shoots lava into sky after 40,000

earthquakes in 4 weeks 

India - South Africa IPR waiver proposal gets support

of about 90 WTO members

A recent swarm of earthquakes across south-western Iceland has put officials on alert

for potential volcanic activity. Southwest Iceland is a seismically active part of the

world. More than 40,000 earthquakes have shaken the region this week, rattling the

capital city of Reykjavik, experts say a volcanic eruption is imminent. The last time a

volcano erupted in Iceland, the world suffered its worst air traffic disruption since

WWII. The eruption occurred near Fagradalsfjall, a mountain on the Reykjanes

Peninsula, located around 30 km (19 miles) southwest of the capital. It is the area's first

volcanic eruption in nearly 800 years.

Amid 'vaccine-nationalism' when developed countries were busy

storing vaccine for them in October 2020, at the WTO’s TRIPS

Council, India and South Africa proposed that the WTO waive the

application of certain provisions of the TRIPS Agreement for the

duration of the pandemic with a view to facilitating wider access

to technologies necessary for the production of vaccines and

medicines. The rapid scaling up of local production will be critical

to ensure wide access to affordable and effective vaccines. which

by march get the support of 90 other nations.
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 Seek signs of ancient life.

 Collect samples of rock and regolith to possibly return these to Earth. 

 

NASA's science rover Perseverance, the most advanced astrobiology laboratory

ever sent to another world, streaked through the Martian atmosphere on

February 18 and landed safely on the floor of a vast crater, it's first stop on a

search for traces of ancient microbial life on the Red Planet. Mars's newest rover

has sent back recordings of - bangs, pings, and rattles- the first-ever sounds of

driving on Mars. The sounds were part of a 16-minute raw feed sent back by the

Perseverance rover as it began rolling over the surface of Mars in its first test

drive two weeks ago. More than 16 minutes of sounds from Perseverance's 90-

foot (27.3-meter) drive on March 7 were captured by the rover's entry, descent,

and landing (EDL) microphone, which remains operational on the rover after its

historic touchdown. The off-the-shelf microphone was added to the rover to

help take the public along for the ride during touchdown, but mission members

have been eager to hear the sounds from the surface, too. 

Its primary task is to:

 Perseverance carries 23 cameras, including 7 specifically for scientific

purposes, and a sample-caching system, which will package and lay aside

samples for a later mission to pick up and carry back to Earth. Perseverance is

fuelled by electrical power by using the heat of plutonium’s radioactive decay. It

will, for the first time, manufacture molecular oxygen on Mars using carbon

dioxide from the carbon-dioxide-rich atmosphere.
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SPACE - TECHNOLOGY 

Hear that ? It's the sound of driving on MARS,

courtesy NASA's Perseverance Rover  
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Earlier this month, Musk said the electric car maker is finally ready to enter

the Indian market this year. It means that Tesla sales teams are working on

building custom sales and production orders for the Indian market,

ensuring orders are complete and validated once the configuration is

finished. The move will also open India to select as one of the countries

where Tesla cars can be purchased.

The company took its first step toward launching in the country, registering

Tesla Motors India and Energy Private Limited in Bengaluru. The

government has offered Tesla incentives to set up manufacturing there.

The China National Space Administration launched another trio of

satellites into orbit late Friday (March 12), adding to its network of

spy satellites observing regions nearby Chinese territory. While

China hasn't said much about the purpose of these satellites,

outside observers have said the Yaogan-31 series are for military

purposes, picking up radio signals from foreign ships. The satellites

include optical, radar, and signal intelligence instruments on

board, according to Spaceflight Now.

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�

TESLA in India

Tesla CEO Elon Musk earlier revealed plans for the India entry of the electric

car maker, saying the process to bring Tesla cars to India will begin in 2021.

China has 3 new spy satellite in orbit 
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Earth Has A Hot New Neighbour - 
And it could change how we look for life in universe.  

A newly discovered planet could be our best chance yet of studying rocky

planet atmospheres outside the solar system, a new international study

involving UNSW Sydney shows.

The planet, called Gliese 486b, is a ‘super-Earth’: that is, a rocky planet bigger than

Earth but smaller than ice giants like Neptune and Uranus. It orbits a red dwarf star

around 26 light-years away, making it a close neighbor – galactically speaking.

With a piping-hot surface temperature of 430 degrees Celsius, Gliese 486b is too

hot to support human life. But studying its atmosphere could help us learn whether

similar planets might be habitable for humans – or if they’re likely to hold other

signs of life.

         “This is the kind of planet we’ve been dreaming about for decades,”

says Dr. Ben Montet, an astronomer and Scientia Lecturer at UNSW Science and

co-author of the study. Super-Earths themselves aren’t rare, but Gliese 486b

special for two key reasons: firstly, its heat ‘puffs up’ the atmosphere, helping

astronomers take atmospheric measurements; and secondly, it’s a transiting planet,

which means it crosses over its star from Earth’s perspective – making it possible for

scientists to conduct an in-depth analysis of its atmosphere. 

“Gliese 486b is the type of planet we’ll be studying for the next 20 years. If

humans are able to travel to other star systems in the future, this is one of the

planets that would be on our list,

It’s so nearby and so different than the planets in our own solar system.”  

says Dr. Ben Montet. Gliese 486b, has a mass 2.8 times that of the Earth and is only

30 per cent bigger. It orbits its host star on a circular path every 1.5 days — at a

distance of 2.5 million km. It takes the same length of time to spin on its axis as to

orbit its host star so that it always has the same side facing the star

Indeed, Gliese 486b is a great catch for astronomers.
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JP Metsavainio, a photographer from Finland, has released a Milky Way

panorama on social media that took him 12 years to create. The 1.7-gigapixel

image has a cumulative exposure time of 1,250 hours.

A DEPARTMENTAL MAGAZINE•साम�यक�साम�यक�साम�यक�

A Milky way photo ; 12 years in the  making

India deploys 'Sindhu Netra' satellite for keeping eye

over Indian Ocean Sindhu Netra satellite, developed 

 by the Defence Research and

Development Organisation (DRDO),

was successfully deployed in space

on February 28, 2021.

The satellite will boost India's

surveillance capabilities to monitor

the activities of both military

warships and merchant shipping in

the Indian Ocean Region (IOR).Page | 14
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OUR HANDS ARE FULL : ISRO

The asteroid 2001 FO32 was seen hurtling through space at an unusually fast speed for a

space rock, about 124,0000 kph, and passed by Earth at a safe range of 1.25 million miles (2

million kilometers), according to NASA. It won't come this close to Earth again until 2052.

Asteroid 2001 FO32 is up to 2,230 feet (680 meters) wide and poses no impact risk to the

Earth, but its speed is peculiar, the agency said.

 

Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) chairman K Sivan after the successful launch

of Amazona-1 of Brazil and 18 other satellites, has affirmed that the space organization

has its "hands full" with 14 missions for launch in 2021, including its first-ever unmanned

mission later this year. While addressing the scientists at the Mission Control Centre,

Sivan said, "Definitely our hands are full. We are going to have something like 14 missions

this year. Seven vehicle launch missions and six satellite missions, as well as our first

unmanned space mission before the Gaganyaan-manned space mission. 

"The Gaganyaan-manned mission involves sending three Indians to space by the end of

2022. The four test pilots chosen for this mission are undergoing training in Russia," he

added with the hope that his team would rise to the occasion as usual and meet all the

targets set by the space organization."
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The biggest asteroid of 2021 : Speed Demon

The biggest asteroid to visit Earth this year was zoomimg by our planet on March

21 and was a real speed demon. 
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To boost the fight against Covid-19, Govt. of India on 1st march, 2021 decided to

step into 2nd phase of vaccination including people over 60 and those who are

between 45 and 59 but have other illnesses. At present two vaccine Covishield of

AstraZeneca and Covaxin of Bharat Biotech are the main vaccine in use and

Russian sputnik 5 getting permission for phase 1 trail in India.

 Vaccination is voluntary. State-run clinics and hospitals are offering free jabs but

people can also pay 250 rupees for a dose at private facilities to get vaccinated. 

Currently there are two ways of registering for the vaccination appointment, One

is via the Cowin portal and other is via the Aarogya Setu app.
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Currently, the 2nd

phase of human

trials is going on.
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COVID-19 & VACCINES

Name of 

the vaccine

 

 Covaxin 
(Indian)

Covishield 
(India & Europe)

Sputnik - V 
(Russia)

Manufacturer

Developed by Bharat

Biotech in

collaboration with

the (ICMR) & (NIV).

co-Developed by the

University of Oxford

and British-Swedish

company AstraZeneca

in collab with the (SII).

Developed by

Russia's

Gamaleyarde

Socratic institute.

Country of
origin INDIA UK & INDIA RUSSIA

Efficiency 81% 81.3% 92%

Approval in 
India

Approved
Approved for usage

in critical situation
Clinical trial

Current Status 
 

Received approval

from the Drug

Controller General

of India (DCGI)

 

The Government of

India signed a purchase

order of 11 million doses

with SII for covishield.
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ZycoV-D
Developed by pharmaceutical company Zydus Cadila. 

India’s first DNA plasmid vaccine, third vaccine in India to receive the DCGI

nod for 3rd phase human trials.  

Biological E’s novel Covid -19 vaccine or quad vaccine 

 Developed by a Hyderabad- based vaccine and pharmaceutical

company 
India has entered into an exclusive license agreement with the Ohio State Innovation

Foundation.

Phase 1st/2nd human trial is going on.

Mosquito protein inhibits number of virus, raises hope
against covid-19 too.

 
A mosquito protein, called AEG12, strongly inhibits the family of viruses that cause

yellow fever, dengue, West Nile, and Zika, and also weakly inhibits Coronaviruses

according to the scientist at the US National Institute of Health (NIH). 

The researchers found that AEG12 works by destabilizing 'The viral envelope',

breaking its protective covering. Scientists at the US National Institute of

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), part of NIH used x-ray crystallography to

solve the structure of AEG12. AEG12 rips out the Lipids, The fat-like portions of the

membrane that holds the virus together. The scientist felt it is possible AEG 12 could

be effective against SARS-CoV2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19.

Drawbacks of mosquito protein-

1. It will take years of bioengineering to make AEG12 a viable solution.

2. AEG12 breaks open RBCs, so compounds that will target only the virus have to be

identified.

Other vaccine breakthrough -
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Adding yet another feather to her cap, Indian

women's cricket team captain Mithali Raj became the

first woman cricketer to complete 7,000 runs in her 

213th match - the fourth One Day International (ODI)

of the ongoing five-match series against South Africa.

Raj is no stranger to fame. She was only 19 

when in her third Test, she broke Karen Rolton's

(Australia) record of the world's highest individual Test

score of 209 not out.

"Finally, I feel free." That was what Bhavani Devi

said she felt after becoming the first Indian fencer

to qualify for the Olympics. There was never a

doubt that Bhavani had the speed for saber, the

fastest of the sword events. Italian coach Nicolo

Zanotti has spoken earlier of her ability to grasp

the nuances while keeping up the speed of

movements.
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SPORTS

Scripting History : Mithali Raj becomes first woman

cricketer to score 7,000 runs in ODI

'Finally, I'm Free' : Bhavani Devi on becoming first

Indian fencer ever to qualify for Olympics

Road Safety World Series : India beats Sri Lanka to

lift trophy
The Road Safety World Series( RSWS) is a T20 cricket competition featuring retired cricketers

organized by the Road Safety Cell of Maharashtra to raise awareness about road safety.

Cricketing legends such as Sachin Tendulkar, Virender Sehwag, Brian Lara, and Muttiah

Muralitharan took the field once again in Raipur from March 5 to 21. As the result of the series,

India Legends Beat Sri Lanka Legends by 14 runs in the Final To Clinch the Title on 22nd March.
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Health and Well being: 

 

1.

• Outlay of 2.23 LCR which is a record increase of 137% from the

previous year. 

• 35k crores for covid 19 vaccines for 2021-22. 

• 64k crores for PM Aatmnirbhar Swasth Bharat Yojana for 6 years. 

A. Mission Poshan 2.0 

B. Jal Jeevan Mission(Urban) 

C.Urban Swachh Bharat Mission 2.0 

   2. Infrastructure: 

         A. Aatmanirbhar:

• Record outlay of 5.54 LCR i.e 34.5% more than the previous year. 

• Aatmnirbhar Bharat – Production linked incentive scheme(1.97 LCR) 

• 7 Mega Investment Textiles Park (MITRA) 

• Development Financial Institutions(DFI) - (20k crores)

 • A record sum of 1.18 LCR for Ministry of Road Transport and Highways. 

The first paperless budget was presented by our finance minister Nirmala

Sitaraman and was read out from a 'made in India' tablet. It is extremely

important since it’s the first budget after the covid-19 pandemic and 2021

being the milestone year for our history (75th year of independence, year of

8th census since independence).
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UNION BUDGET : 2021
B. Railways 

• Outlay of 1.1 LCR 

• A national rail plan for India(2030) 

• 18k crore for public transport services. 

• ‘metrolite’ and ‘metroneo’ for metro systems in 

   tier1 and tier2 cities. 

C. Power

 • National Hydrogen energy Mission 

• Independent gas transport System Operator 

• Solar Energy Corporation of India(1k crore)

 • Seven ports projects(2k crores) 

D. Financial Capital 

• Single Securities Market Code 

• FDI in Insurance to be hiked from 49% to 74% 

• Bad bank to consolidate existing stressed debt 

• Revision of the definition of small companies – 

     Investment: 50 lakh to 2 crores. 

     Turnover: 2 crores to 20 crores. 

• IPO of LIC – 2 PSU’s and 1 insurance company

 to be disinvested 

3. Development of Aspirational districts :
 There are 117 aspirational districts of India.

 • Agriculture and Allied sectors – 

                   MSP Regime 

• Farmers Welfare and rural India -

                 Swamitra Scheme 

• Migrant Workers and Labourers – 

                One Nation One Ration Card 

• Financial Inclusion – 

               Stand Up India Scheme. 

 

4.Human Capital : 

• National Education Policy (NEP) 

• 100 New Sainik Schools 

• Higher Education Commission of India 

• Central University in Leh 

• 750 Eklavya Model (residential schools in

tribal areas)

5. Innovation and R & D :
 • National Research Foundation with an

Outlay of 50k crores 

• New Space India Limited (NSIL) will

execute PSLV CS51 

• National Language Translation Mission

(NTLM) 

• 1.5k Crores to promote digital modes of

payment 

• Deep Ocean Mission with an outlay of

more than 4k crores. 

6. Minimum government maximum

governance : 

• Reforms in tribunals 

• National Healthcare for Allied Healthcare

Professionals Bill. 

• National Nursing and Midwifery

Commission Bill. 

The fiscal deficit for the years 2021-22 is estimated to be 6.8% of GDP. A budget is

for one financial year although details of 3years i.e past, current and upcoming years

are given. But this budget has been termed as perspective budget i.e it has a vision

of 2050. As such, the government paves to reboot and boost the economy by heavily

spending on Infrastructure.
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UNESCO World Heritage site Bhimbetka

lies 40 to 45 minutes away from Bhopal in

Madhya Pradesh where a fossil that dates

50 to 55 crore years back is found.

It dates back to an Era regarded as the

precursor to the explosion of life on earth

during the Cambrian period and put India

firmly on the map for studies of the

Ediacaran era along with Australia and

Russia. Three fossils of the world's earliest

living animal 550 million years old

Dickinsonia have been discovered by the

researchers on the roof of Bhimbetka rock

shelters. The discoveries can be seen right

at the beginning of the auditorium cave

which dates back to 570 million years. The

first specimen of fossil of the world's

oldest animal was discovered in South

Australia.

Although the Bhimbetka rock shelters in

Madhya Pradesh who found it 64 years

ago Dickinson Fossil had managed to

remain hidden and undetected. This

proves India and Australia were

evolutionary neighbors.

World's oldest fossil

found in Bhimbetka
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ENVIRONMENT

India eyes on Plastic ban

Center is seeking to make India single-use

plastic-free by next year, the Center has

proposed a ban on the use of such items

in 3 phases beginning January 1, 2022, To

deal with the menace of huge

uncollected plastic waste across the

country, the Center has also decided to

increase the thickness of polythene bags

from 50 microns to 120 microns from

September 30 this year. Union Ministry of

Environment has issued a set of draft

rules to ban the use of several categories

of single-use plastic items in three stages,

starting this year and ending in mid-

2022,The second set of the proposed

rules would come into force on 1 January

2022, banning the sale, use,

manufacturing, stocking, import and

distribution of six categories of items that

use single-use plastic including earbuds

with plastic sticks,  plastic flags, candy

sticks, etc The third and final stage would

thereafter kick-in on 1 July 2022 banning

the single-use plastic plates, cups,

glasses, cutlery such as forks, spoons, 

 banners less than 100 micron and stirrers.
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On 12th March 2021, honorable PM of India Shri Narendra Modi flagged off the

Padyatra from Sabarmati Ashram, Ahmadabad and inaugurated the curtain-

raiser activities of the 'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav' (India@75) a 75-week long

journey to celebrate the 75th year of Indian independence from the crown.  

The first rules imposing Salt Tax were made by the British East India Company, as

early as 1759. Since then, at different points in time, the Company first and the

British government after 1857, played with the amount of salt tax levied, to suit

their strategic imperatives. On several occasions, the tax on Indian salt was

raised to enable the import and sale of English salt in the country. To harmonize

regulations over the supply of salt, the British passed the India Salt Act of 1882.

This created a government monopoly on the manufacture and sale of salt. Salt

could be manufactured and handled only at official government salt depots, with

a tax of one rupee of four annas on each maund (82 pounds). People are

familiar with Gandhiji's Dandi march in 1930. The Salt Tax was not repealed by

the British even after this extraordinary effort.

The tax was finally abolished only in October 1946 by the Interim Government of

India. The Salt Tax was one of the most pernicious, longest-lasting sources of

revenue that supported the British in India.

Despite being a failure to repel tax law on salt dandi march holds an important

significance in the entire struggle for independence 

During the 1930s after the death of Shri Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Shri Lala Lajpat

rai, there was a huge vacuum in political leadership in a fight against the empire

which not only left the Indian struggle in turmoil but also in a sense of despair in

the masses.

Alternatively, Bhagat Singh, Rajguru Sukhdev although created a wave of

Inqaulab(revolution) in the heart of the Indian public but still on the ground

masses were widely confused with a way to pick a fight with the empire.

Young and college students were mostly inspired by the sudden success of the

Bolshevik revolution whereas right-wing was inspired by Italian reunion fiction 
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A pinch of salt, Rocks an Empire
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Gandhi Ji was sure about in a country like India none of the foreign direct

ideology can be directly echoed on street considering the socio-economic

realities of India. 

Post-1857 1st war of independence British realized to rule India military might or

physical courage of Indian people is needed to be weakened which can be seen

and observed by British agriculture rules in India and lack of food distribution

system.

Economy Nobel Prize winner Amartya Sen found that the famines in the British era

were not due to a lack of food but due to the inequalities in the distribution of

food. He links the inequality to the undemocratic nature of the British Empire

Mike Davis regards the famines of the 1870s and 1890s as 'Late Victorian

Holocausts' in which the effects of widespread weather-induced crop failures

were greatly aggravated by the negligent response of the British administration

Millions died from 1850 to 1899 in 24 major famines; more than in any other 50-

year period Gandhi Ji realized a country so malnourished and poor with its

resources completely into the hands of the empire 

Non-violence can be the best way forward towards the Indian struggle for

independence. Non-violence not only give Gandhi and his followers a moral high

ground it also helped to mobilized the entire demography anyone could be a part

of Gandhi's non-violent army be it men women children or elders and it also bring

out empire brutalities on Indian during a march which refueled the heart of every

Indian with a greater resolve for complete independence.

Dandhi march represents - salt was never valued based on mere cost. For Indians,

salt represents honesty, trust, loyalty, labor, equality, and self-reliance. He said at

that time, salt was a symbol of India's self-reliance. Along with the values of India,

the British also hurt this self-reliance. People of India had to depend on salt

coming from England Gandhi Ji understood this chronic pain of the country,

understood the pulse of the people and turned that into a movement.

Dandi march not only shook the roots of The British empire but also solidarity the

entire Indian subcontinent, showing the congress will and resolve towards their

commitment of PURNA SWARAJ complete independence declared in 1929 Lahore

congress session.
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The Demographic dividend of a country is the economic growth potential that can

result from shifts in a population’s age structure, mainly when the share of the

working-age population (15 to 64) is larger than the non-working-age share of the

population (14 and younger, and 65 and older)".

With fewer births each year, a country’s working-age population grows larger

relative to the young-dependent population. With more people in the labor force

and fewer children to support, a country has a window of opportunity for economic

growth if the right social and economic investments and policies are made in

health, education, governance, and the economy.

India's case-
India has 62.5% of its population in the age group of 15-59 years which is ever

increasing and will be at the peak around 2036 when it will reach approximately

65%. These population parameters indicate the availability of demographic

dividend in India, which started in 2005-06 and will last till 2055-56.

According to Economic Survey 2018-19, India’s Demographic Dividend will peak

around 2041, when the share of working-age ,i.e. 20-59 years, the population is

expected to hit 59%. 
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Better economic growth / Increased Labour Force

Increased fiscal space created by the demographic dividend to divert resources

from spending on children to investing in physical and human infrastructure.

The rise in women’s workforce

Increase in the savings rate

A massive shift towards a middle-class society, that is, the rise of aspirational class.

Advantages of demographic dividend for India :

1.

2. Demographic dividend has historically contributed up to 15 % of the overall growth in

advanced economies like Japan.

3. Rapid industrialization and urbanization 

4. Rise in workforce

5. Effective policymaking

How India can take advantage of this demographic dividend :

1. Building human capital : Investing in people through healthcare, quality education,

jobs, and skills helps build human capital, which is key to supporting economic growth,

ending extreme poverty, and creating a more inclusive society.

2. Urbanisation : The large young and working population in the years to come will

migrate to urban areas within their own and other States, leading to a rapid and large-

scale increase in urban population. How these migrating people can have access to

basic amenities, health, and social services in urban areas need to be the focus of

urban policy planning. 

Schemes such as Smart City Mission and AMRUT needs to be effectively and carefully

implemented

 

 Way forward :
India is on the right side of demographic transition that provides a golden opportunity

for its rapid socio-economic development if policymakers align the developmental

policies with this demographic shift.

If the increased workforce is not sufficiently skilled, educated, and provided gainful

employment, we would be facing demographic disaster instead. By learning from

global approaches from countries such as Japan and Korea and designing solutions

considering the domestic complexities, we would be able to reap the benefits of

demographic dividend.
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Across

4. Worldwide Pandemic of 2019.

6. James D.watson win nobel prize for.

8. Largest coffee producing state in India?

10. Maitri Setu connects India to which

country?

11. World's oldest fossil was found In which

town of the country.

13. Garba is folk dance of which state?

14. Country to witness 40,000 earthquakes

in 4 weeks.

15. Alliance between India, Japan, USA &

Australia.

Down

1. Intergovernmental organization that

regulates and facilitates international

trade between nations.

2. Power-Grid failure because of cyber-

attack in which state.

3. In which part of the country

Presidential rule recently imposed?

4. Which county is going to host the

winter 2022 winter Olympics?

5. NASA's Rover on Mars.

7. First Indian Covid-19 Vaccine.

9. Indian Union Territory to have satellite

phone after 70 years.
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